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Suborbital flight activities, including the use of 
sounding rockets, aircraft, high altitude balloons and 
suborbital launch vehicles, offer valuable and cost-

effective means for advancing science in a wide range of 
disciplines. These activities also train the next generation 
of aerospace scientists and engineers, providing opportu-
nities for participants to acquire skills in systems engineer-
ing and systems integration that are critical to maintaining 
the nation’s leadership in space programs. Reductions 
in suborbital programs at the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) have raised concerns by 
many space researchers that contributions from subor-
bital missions fall short of what they could and should be. 
Produced at the request of NASA and in response to lan-
guage in the NASA Authorization Act of 2008, Revitalizing 
NASA’s Suborbital Program is an assessment of the current 
state and potential of NASA’s program for suborbital re-
search. The findings of this study illustrate that suborbital 
research activities play vital and necessary strategic roles in 
NASA’s research, innovation, education, employee devel-
opment, and spaceflight mission success, thus providing 
the foundation for achievement of agency goals. Given its 
importance, the study recommends that NASA’s suborbital 
program be prioritized and reintegrated with the organiza-
tion’s larger research agenda. 

The NASA Authorization Act of 2008 finds it in the 
national interest to expand the size of NASA’s suborbital 
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research program and consider it for increased funding. This study 
reviews the existing programs that make use of suborbital flights; the 
status, capability, and availability of suborbital platforms; the existing or 
planned launch facilities for suborbital missions; and opportunities for 
the integration of scientific research, training, and educational collabora-
tion in suborbital missions by NASA. 

The Value of NASA’s Suborbital 
Programs

The Airborne Science Program, Scientific Balloon Program, and 
Sounding Rocket Program, as well as other activities such as the Strato-
spheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA), each represent 
unique capabilities with far-reaching effects. These programs enable a 
wide variety of cutting-edge research in areas such as Earth observations, 
climate, astrophysics, and solar-terrestrial observations, as well as calibra-
tion and validation of satellite mission instruments and data. In Earth 
sciences, in particular, the suborbital program (especially through use 
of its airborne and balloon capabilities) has enabled studies of chemical 
and physical processes occurring in the atmosphere, oceans, and land 
(and at their interfaces) having important socioeconomic and political 
implications. Suborbital programs not only offer cost-effective means of 
scientific discovery, they also provide NASA’s employees with effective 
hands-on engineering and management experience that transfers readily 
to spaceflight missions. These frequent opportunities offer exposure to 
the full life cycle of a mission, providing training for students, research-
ers, principal investigators, project managers, and engineers that is vital 
to the success of future space endeavors.

Need for Improvement

Although suborbital elements and facilities fulfill a critical role in 
contributing to overall mission success, changes in resource allocation 
and organizational structure at NASA have led to an erosion of capabil-
ity. The committee found that NASA’s existing suborbital programs are 
insufficiently funded and lack a well-defined and integrated long-term 
strategic plan. As a consequence, they are not fully or effectively used.
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Stressing the precarious position of NASA’s current suborbital pro-
gram and the modest level of funding required for a robust and healthy 
program, the study committee issued the following recommendations 
as a basis for a marked change of course for the suborbital program as a 
whole:

Study Recommendations

Reordering of NASA Priorities to Increase Funding of the 
Suborbital Program

NASA should undertake the restoration of the suborbital program as 
a foundation for meeting its mission responsibilities, workforce require-
ments, instrumentation development needs, and anticipated capability 
requirements.  To do so, NASA should reorder its priorities to increase 
funding for suborbital programs.

Elevating Program Leadership

NASA should assign a program lead to the staff of the associate admin-
istrator for the Science Mission Directorate to coordinate the suborbital 
program.  This lead would be responsible for the development of short- 
and long-term strategic plans for maintaining, renewing and extending 
suborbital facilities and capabilities.  Further, the lead would monitor 
progress toward strategic objectives and advocate for enhanced suborbital 
activities, workforce development, and integration of suborbital activities 
within NASA.

Training and Career Development

To increase the number of space scientists, engineers and system engi-
neers with hands-on training, NASA should use the suborbital program 
elements as an integral part of on-the job training and career develop-
ment for engineers, experimental scientists, system engineers, and project 
managers.
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Investing in Advanced Capabilities

NASA should make essential investments in stabilizing and advancing 
the capabilities in each of the suborbital program elements, including 
the development of ultralong-duration orbital capability for sounding 
rockets, and modernization of the core suborbital airborne fleet. (The 
committee notes that it was not asked to prioritize the different elements 
of the suborbital program, but such a prioritization should be an integral 
part of implementing this recommendation.)

Monitoring Commercial Suborbital Space Developments

NASA should continue to monitor commercial suborbital space devel-
opments.  Given that the commercial developers stated to the committee 
that they do not need NASA funding to meet their business objectives, 
this entrepreneurial approach offers the potential for a range of opportu-
nities for low-cost quick access to space that may benefit NASA as well 
as other federal agencies.
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